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Use now instead of at this point in time. Daily Log a log kept every day that records the play and learning in
the classroom Documentation developed by or with the children when observing children during
documentation, the child's lens of the observation is used in the actual documentation Individual Portfolios
documentation used to track and highlight the development of each child Electronic Documentation using
apps and devices to share documentation with families and collaborators Transcripts or Recordings of
Conversations using recording in documentation can bring about deeper reflections for both the educator and
the child Learning Stories a narrative used to "describe learning and help children see themselves as powerful
learners" [17] The Classroom as Documentation reflections and documentation of the physical environment of
a classroom. Technical writing is information delivery. Avoid using padding, or filler. Example Unclear: The
unwise walking about upon the area near the cliff edge may result in a dangerous fall and therefore it is
recommended that one remains a safe distance to maintain personal safety. Clearer: Danger! Exceptions for
technical writing: If the audience habitually uses a particular metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech, you
can use it too. Active voice is the standard for technical writing. Chew the burrito well. If scientific jargon is a
standard, ensure you follow it. Service Catalog and Service Portfolio ITIL Documentation include such as
feasibility report, technical documentation, operational documentation, log book, etc. One must masticate
thoroughly to ensure the burrito will have been eaten completely. The document can be a wiki page, MS word
document or other environment. Active Various authors wrote this Wiki. Understanding present tense[ edit ]
Computers have no past, and no future. Active Passive B. Evaluate your writing: write, review, and repeat. In
the UK and most other countries, terminal punctuation usually goes outside the quotation marks unless part of
the quotation. Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word, or a jargon word if you can think of an everyday
English equivalent. The result is a detailed description of how the software is designed, how to build and
install the software on the target device, and any known defects and work-arounds. Important information
first[ edit ] Important information at the beginning of a sentence makes it easier to understand. Finally, a
testing section to document how the software was tested. Common intransitive verbs[ edit ] The following
verbs cannot be used in passive voice: appear, arrive, come, cry, die, go, happen, occur, rain, sleep, stay, walk.
If it is possible to cut a word out, do so. Avoid verbosity[ edit ] Write short, succinct sentences. Split long
sentences into two or more chunks. Yes Long sentences[ edit ] Long sentences tax the brain and make
remembering information difficult. Technical Writing at Wikiversity Write clearly[ edit ] George Orwell 's
general writing rules work for technical writing: Never use a metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech you
are used to seeing in print. Documentation is an integral part of the cycle of inquiry - observing, reflecting,
documenting, sharing and responding. Passive This Wiki has been written by various authors. A sentence that
lists three or more items may work better as a bulleted list. When we read active voice, we know who does
what to whom.

